
A year on, 
what next 
for Algeria’s 
‘Hirak’ protests?
PARIS: The December election of a
regime insider to replace longtime presi-
dent Abdelaziz Bouteflika has triggered
questions about the future of Algeria’s
year-long “Hirak” protest movement. The
spontaneous and leaderless youth-domi-
nated anti-government movement has
been motivated by the slogan “let them all
go” - a reference to a political system
deemed corrupt and inefficient. But ana-
lysts say that key demand appears to have
been buried since the election of Abdel-
madjid Tebboune - a former prime minis-
ter and member of Bouteflika’s National
Liberation Front.

The Hirak movement
Should it negotiate with a president

who is far from being the fresh face pro-
testers demanded, even if he has himself
repeatedly said he was ready to “extend a
hand” to cooperate with them? Should the
Hirak build a solid structure for itself and
designate representatives? Experts say
the movement is divided on all those ques-
tions and faces important decisions. The
protest movement is young “and every-
thing it has done has been spontaneous”,

said Karima Direche, a historian and ex-
pert on contemporary issues facing North
African countries. They “have to learn to
listen to each other, accept that opinions
could be different and learn to negotiate
in order to reach a consensus. “We’re not
there yet,” said Direche.

She said the Hirak has been “experi-
menting” since the movement first
emerged on the scene in February 2019 to
oppose a fifth presidential bid by an ailing
Bouteflika. Pressure from the street forced
Bouteflika to resign in April but that has
not satisfied the demonstrators who de-
mand the departure of the entire political
system in place in Algeria since independ-
ence in 1962. Despite Tebboune’s election,
the protest movement is still seeking “po-
litical transition” in the oil-rich country
and how to achieve it. “We’re stuck in
something quite bizarre: there is still a mo-
bilization on the streets,” said Direche, re-
ferring to the weekly Friday protests that

continue to grip Algeria a year on. “But
there is a real difficulty to move on to
something else,” she said.

Time for decisions
Other analysts agreed. “The movement

has important decisions to take,” said
Dalia Ghanem, a researcher at the
Carnegie Middle East Center based in
Beirut. For her, Hirak members agree only
on two things: the need for a complete
overhaul of the political system and to
keep the protest movement peaceful.

But they disagree on how to achieve
that end and on who should lead the
movement, Ghanem said. The absence of
leaders is undermining the ability of the
protest movement to negotiate with au-
thorities, she added. And, said Direche,
there are no other “opposition forces who
can take over” that task because unions,
independent media and opposition parties
do not really exist in Algeria. —AFP 

GENEVA: Anti-headscarf campaigner Shaparak Shajarizadeh
once believed in the potential for change in Iran but is now so de-
spondent she is calling for a boycott of today’s parliamentary
elections in the Islamic Republic. Shajarizadeh became a dissident
in 2018 when she was arrested for repeatedly removing her head-
scarf in public and waving it on the end of a stick, as part of a
women’s rights protest that caused a social media storm.

“The Iranian people lost their hopes... I was among those who
had some hopes. But now it is like choosing between bad and
worse,” the 44-year-old women’s rights campaigner told AFP in
Geneva, where she was attending an annual conference for human
rights activists. Shajarizadeh said the supposed political choice in
Iran between reformist and conservative politicians was like pick-
ing between “two faces of the same coin”.

Thousands of reformist and moderate candidates are in any
case being barred from contesting the elections - something that
critics say could turn the vote into a choice between conservatives
and ultra-conservatives. Iranians “lost their hopes,” particularly
after a bloody crackdown last year on fuel-price protests, she
said. Shajarizadeh calls President Hassan Rohani, who was first
elected in 2013 and again in 2017 and was once seen as a possible
force for change, a “so-called reformer”.

Escape on foot
The protest movement against Iran’s Islamic dress code began

when in December 2017 when a woman, Vida Mohavedi, stood
on a pillar box on Enghelab Avenue in Tehran without the manda-

tory long coat and raised her veil on a stick. Enghelab means rev-
olution in Farsi and the square and avenue are among the busiest
areas in the capital.

Movahedi’s move sparked similar protests by other women like
Shajarizadeh and they soon won recognition as “Dokhtaran-e en-
ghelab”, or the Girls of Revolution Street. “Young women are back
in the streets,” she said - a reference to other demonstrations in
recent years which have seen women taking a leading role. During
her visit to Geneva, Shajarizadeh received a prize for her defense
of women’s rights in Iran but she talks about herself as an ordinary
person whose life changed completely when she decided to join
the protest.

She was arrested three times and beaten for her defiance. She
decided to run away, crossing the mountains into Turkey on foot
with her head covered to avoid detection. She now lives in
Toronto in Canada with her husband and their 11-year-old son,
from where she is still campaigning against the obligation of wear-
ing the hijab. The BBC has listed her as one of the world’s most
influential women and she has written a book about her story with
Canadian journalist Rima Elkouri.

Her lawyer, Nasrin Sotoudeh, is a leading women’s rights cam-
paigner in her own right and is currently in prison. Shajarizadeh said
“targeted sanctions” on the government could help change the sit-
uation in Iran but these should be designed “not to put more diffi-
culties on the people”. Ultimately she thinks the best agents of
change are civil society movements like her own and the “real he-
roes” are the women who decide to show their hair in public. — AFP
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GENEVA: Iranian women’s rights activist Shaparak Shajarizadeh
poses for photos during an interview with AFP on the sidelines
of The Geneva Summit for Human Rights and Democracy, in
Geneva. — AFP 

Supposed political choice - ‘two faces of the same coin’

Anti-headscarf campaigner 
calls for Iran vote boycott

Woman who exposed 
secret Yemen prisons 
wins rights prize
GENEVA: A lawyer who exposed a network of secret prisons
in war-ravaged Yemen, where thousands of men and boys were
arbitrarily held and tortured, on Wednesday received the
world’s most prestigious human rights prize. Huda Al-Sarari,
42, was hailed by the Martin Ennals Award jury for showing
“rare courage” to investigate, expose and challenge a network
of secret prisons established by foreign governments in Yemen
since 2015. That year, the Saudis intervened in Yemen at the
head of a military coalition against Iran-backed Huthi rebels,
who had seized control of the capital Sanaa. Since then, the
conflict has killed tens of thousands of people, most of them
civilians, and sparked what the United Nations calls the world’s
worst humanitarian crisis. Al-Sarari received the award, which
is often referred to as the Nobel Prize for human rights, for her
work exposing “the enforced disappearances that occurred as
a result of secret prisons run by foreign governments in
Yemen,” the award organizers said in a statement.

Within this system “thousands of men and boys have suf-
fered from arbitrary detention, torture and extrajudicial
killings,” it said. Al-Sarari “collected evidence on more than
250 cases of abuse taking place within the prisons and suc-
ceeded in convincing international organizations such as
Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch to take up the
cause,” they said. The lawyer was hailed for pushing on with
her pursuit of justice despite threats and defamation cam-
paigns against her and her family. “Huda Al-Sarari has chosen
not to leave Yemen,” jury member Alice Mogwe of the FIDH
said in the statement. “That is a decision which shows a rare
courage, all the more so as she is working in a high-risk context
and a source of danger for herself,” she added. — AFP 

ALGIERS: Algerian students and other protesters take part in an anti-government demon-
stration in the capital Algiers. — AFP 


